Painless PubMed
Sep 12@8, Sep 25@12, Oct 12@4, Oct 25@8, Nov 7@12, Nov 20@3, Dec 5@9

EndNote Basics
Sep 19@11-1, Oct 17@10-12, Nov 3@9-11, Dec 14@3-5

PowerPoint for Conference Posters
Oct 5@1:30-3:30

Advanced PowerPoint for Presentations
Oct 23@10-11:30

Reference and File Management
Advanced EndNote for Savvier Information Management, Sep 7@10:30
Box Basics, Sep 27@2

Literature Reviews
Getting Systematic About Systematic Reviews, Sep 29@1

Instruction and Presentation Design
Free Images (and More) on the Web and How to Cite Them, Aug 30@10
PechaKucha Basics for Presentations, Sep 18@3
Presentation Zen: Effective Use of Visuals and Design, Sep 20@12

Author's Toolkit
Showcasing Your Research Impact, Oct 11@1

Special Topics
Best Behavior, Sep 6@9
Trim Down Your Search: Focusing PubMed in on a Topic, Sep 11@12
Searching for Dollars: Grant Seeking to Support Research, Oct 2@1

Data Management
You Do WHAT with Your Data?, Aug 31@9:30
Future Proof your Data: Planning for Reuse, Sep 14@1
Introduction to Tableau for Data Visualization, Oct 3@11
Crafting a Data Management Plan, Oct 13@12
Locating and Citing Research Data, Oct 19@3

webinar